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Thanks
With thanks to Dave Smith
(Mondo Comico), Leah
(Chimera Ripley), Ginja (Vague
Connections) and Andy (Chimera
Beeston) for letting me murder
their customers.

6d6 Online
The full contents of this book are
available to read on the 6d6 website.
http://6d6rpg.com/wiki/doku.php?id=open:oneshots:ultralite:
mincepiesmurder:book

Members of 6d6 Online, which
includes anyone who has registered
for the Living Document, may edit and
update this book and all of 6d6 RPG's
publications. They may also create their
own content which reuses and remixes
official content.
Visit 6d6 Online for more information:
http://6d6rpg.com/wiki/doku.php

Contact
Want to know more about the 6d6 RPG,
the people who created it or wish to ask a
question? There are lots of ways to contact us:
Google+ — 6d6 is very active on Google+. We have an
official page but for a greater diversity of role play
material and posts, follow Chris Tregenza.

Living Document
At 6d6 we believe you should only have
to buy a game once and not constantly
upgrade to the latest edition. This is why
all our PDFs, our games, our RPGs, our
adventures, settings and supplements
come with the Living Document Promise.
If you have registered your 6d6 product
you will always have free access to the
latest PDF no matter how many versions
we have released. That's a promise.
Anyone who has purchased a copy
of this document (in digital or physical
formats) from 6d6 Fireball or one of its
official stockists may register for the
Living Document Promise.
Email library@6d6fireball.com with your
name, the title of the PDF or book and
details of when and where you purchased
your copy.

Blog — Our blog http://6d6Fireball.com/blog features a
lot of the same content which appears on Google+.
Twitter — We have a Twitter feed, @6d6Fireball, which
mostly carries links to new blog and Google+
posts.
YouTube — Our YouTube channel, 6d6 Fireball, contains recordings of online games and our regular
open business meeting.
Email — Contact Chris Tregenza directly:
			Chris@6d6RPG.com
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Introduction
The six famous detectives have been invited to
spend Christmas with a dying man who claims to
have a remarkable secret he wishes to reveal. However, it is a trap for the detectives and the house is
staffed with people who wish to kill them.

Summary
Jimmy 'Hard' Cheese, retired gangster and convicted murderer, is dying. Before he goes he wants to
deal with a problem that has dogged him all his life.
Jimmy always saw crime as a job. He worked
hard each day and built up an empire employing
hundreds of people. His work also gave the police
something to do. After all, without crime what would
policemen do all day? Criminals and policemen were
all part of the rich tapestry of life.
But then there were 'the Sleuths'. Interfering
do-gooders who stuck their noses into business
that did not concern them. They were in it for the
sheer pleasure of solving a puzzle. They didn't care
what happen to the people involved in their cases,
the livelihoods destroyed and
the families broken up by their
meddling. Answerable to no one,
these sleuths were hated by the
police as much as the criminals.
Jimmy realised that something
must be done. The sleuths must
be shown as the destructive force
they are.
As a man of action, when
he finds a problem he solves it
fast - normally with violence - but
Jimmy is no fool. He respects the
sleuths' abilities and knows that
the only way to take them down
is through careful planning. For
the last few years he has slowly
been building up the perfect
gang of associates to do the dirty
work for him.
Each of the servants in the
house (except Henry Smith the
groundsman / driver) has a reason to kill one of the detectives.
Jimmy's role is the decoy, a way
of getting the detectives into the
house and distracting them from
the real killers. After murdering

the guests the killers plan to flee leaving Jimmy tied
up and alone in a house full of dead detectives. By
the time the police turn up and unravel the situation, the killers will be long gone. Jimmy himself,
even if the police manage to pin it on him, will be
dead before the the trial ever takes place.

The Sleuths

Unashamedly ripped off from the works of various detective and adventure books, each sleuth is
based on a well-known fictional character. However,
players do not need to know the fictional character
and can play the sleuths completely differently from
their literary origins.
To help the players make the characters their
own, they do not have names, just nicknames. Instead, players should name their own character at
the start of the game. No gender has been specifically given to the sleuths but, with the exception
of The Old One, all are male in their original fiction. Players should be free to flip their characters'
genders as desired.
Eastern Wisdom – Overweight American-Chinese police
officer based in Hawaii.
The Aristocrat – Second son of a
Lord, educated at Eton and Oxford
The Old One – Genteel English
person in their sixties or seventies
who enjoys gardening and solving
murders in quaint English villages.
Private Eye – Hard-nosed American
Private Eye based in New York.
Kid Reporter – Not old enough to
drink but already famous around
the world for his exploits, and
always accompanied by his little
white dog.
The European – The famous detective with a waxed moustache and
an outrageous accent, and always
perfectly dressed.
Each character has a connection to one member of the staff
but critically no sleuth has ever
met any of the staff.

Henry Smith, Groundsman
and murder victim.
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The Staff (and Would-Be Murderers)

All the staff see themselves as victims of the
sleuths. They have all suffered or lost loved ones
because of the actions of the detectives. As a
consequence each harbours a pathological grudge
against one of the sleuths and is more than willing
to commit murder.
Newgate the Butler – AKA James Snodworth, brother
to Malcolm Snodworth who was butler to Lady
Margoyle. Malcolm was tricked into killing Sir
Margoyle out of love for Lady Margoyle. Lady Margoyle was never punished and went on to marry
someone twenty years her junior.
Mary the Maid – Mary Flynn, a pretty Irish girl whose
sister Anne went to America where she got caught
up with the mob. The Private Eye charmed her
and promised to get her back to Ireland if she
revealed some information. The mob found out
and killed her.
Sally the Maid – Sally King was widowed by a murderer
The European could not, or would not, catch. Left
penniless and reduced to working as a maid, her
once-perfect life has been destroyed.
Johnny the Footman – Poor Jonathan Armstrong, the
victim of a miscarriage of justice. His promising
career was ruined by a prison sentence and a
judge determined to set an example. All because
Eastern Wisdom's involvement placed the case on
the front page of the newspapers.
Mrs Baxter the Cook – aka Jenny Doyle, her mother
was an adulterer and murderer caught by The
Old One. The scandal and national publicity ruined the life of the teenaged "Mrs Baxter" and
her father.

Tim the Hall Boy – Timothy Hunt grew up in the base
of an opium smuggling ring. It was not a normal
childhood but to Tim it was a home. Seeing it
raided by the police was hard enough for the
young man to take, but what really made Tim angry was The Kid Reporter posing for photographs
and being called a hero.

Timeline

The adventure takes places between dusk on
the 24th December and lunchtime on the 25th.
Dusk, 24th December – Arrival. Introduction to
the scenario. Players have the chance to meet
Henry and most of the rest of the staff, plus an
opportunity to investigate the Drawing Room
and their own rooms.
8pm, 24th December – Christmas Eve. First meeting with Jimmy Cheese. Chance to investigate
the Dining Room.

Midnight, 24th December – As the characters
sleep, Henry is murdered.
8am, 25th December – Christmas Morning (The
Scream). Characters' initial investigation of the
murder scene. This should continue until players either identify the murder weapon, want to
start questioning all the staff, or become stuck.
9am, 25th December – Breakfast. Characters
have a chance to see all the staff together.
They may now question Jimmy and the staff
and search the house.
10am, 25th December – Whilst the searching and
questioning take place, the staff will attempt
to murder the guests. Sally with her snake
and Newgate with an 'accident' are normally
the first, followed by Tim and Mary taking pot
shots from hidden positions, and then Johnny.
Mrs Baxter generally waits until the Mince Pies
& Sherry scene.
11am, 25th December – Mince Pies & Sherry. Mrs
Baxter attempts to kill The Old One with a poisoned mince pie. Anyone who has not had an
attempt to kill yet should have their go at this
point.
Once Jimmy and the staff's plan becomes obvious, the adventure should be swiftly wrapped up. The
villains can be killed, knocked out or captured easily.

Sally King, aka Sally the Maid
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Running the
Adventure
Mince Pies & Murder is a whodunit game so it
is important that the Game Leader can answer the
players' questions and understand the motivations of
the suspects. To make it as easy as possible, descriptions are provided of all the important rooms and all
the clues are clearly highlighted. Each non-player
character has a section on their background and their
plans for the sleuths.
As the Game Leader, you will need to read
through the adventure a couple of times to familiarise
yourself with all the details.

On the Day

Read the players' briefing aloud and let each
player select which sleuth they wish to play.

Players’ Briefing
Set some time in the 1920s, Mince Pies
& Murder is a classic detective mystery
in the style of Agatha Christie, Dorothy
L. Sayers and Raymond Chandler. Each
character is a famous detective in their
own right, with a string of high-profile
cases stretching back many years. These
elite sleuths have been brought together
by a mysterious invitation to spend
Christmas Day with a notorious gangster.
The adventure will start with the
characters arriving at the English village
of Lower Wrexham on a dark and snowy
Christmas Eve. From there, they will
travel on to Cromford Manor.
Each Sleuth is matched to a potential killer and,
if there are less than six players / sleuths, remove the
staff members who aren't needed. If obvious staff
members are missing (such as the butler) their absence can be explain as having been trapped by the
snow whilst collecting supplies from town or having
rushed off to tend a sick mother.
It will be useful for the Game Leader to keep
track of where each character is in the house at any
given time. The easiest way to do this to have miniatures or tokens representing each character. Mark
a piece of paper with each location and move the
tokens when required. Keeping track of movements
like this is helpful to the players but also for you, the
Game Leader, as it easier to decide when and where
the murder attempts will take place.

During the Game

There is a series of fixed scenes during the
adventure that provides a structure to the narrative
and allows the Game Leader to control the pace
of events. In between the scenes, characters will
choose their own course of action requiring the
Game Leader to ad-lib.
There are no hard and fast rules about when to
give out what information. Each clue is marked with
a guide to difficulty (e.g. easy or hard) and it is up to
the Game Leader to decide when to reveal a particular tidbit. In playtesting, giving out too little information was more of a problem than too much. The
Game Leader should take into account the player's
description of their action and the appropriateness
of the advantages being played. The Kid Reporter's
Little White Dog advantage will make finding a bone
easy but will be less useful when studying the household accounts.
If the players are at a dead end (or indeed going
too fast), it is a good time to throw in another murder attempt. This provides more clues and yet at the
same time can sow confusion.

Running the Non-Player Characters

Unlike the detectives, no character sheets are
provided for the the staff and Jimmy. When they need
to make a dice roll the Game Leader should 'eyeball'
the situation and make an arbitrary decision about
how many dice they should roll.
For activities that the staff have prepared for,
e.g. lying to the detectives or making their murder attempt, roll 3d6+3. If they are called on to do something unexpected, such as Mrs Baxter firing a gun,
roll 2d6+2. For activities where the staff member
would logically have a reasonable skill, e.g. Newgate
trying to punch someone, roll 4d6+4.
Jimmy Cheese is a master criminal so for many
activities he will roll 4d6+6, but his poor health prevents much physical activity. In the unlikely event he
ends up in a fight, he will be rolling just 1d6+1.

Style

Mince Pies & Murder is a homage to the classic age of detectives and whodunits and players are
encouraged to go with the tropes of that genre. The
implausibility of the set-up and crime along with the
police's unquestioning acceptance of the sleuth's
brilliance are very much part of the style. The genre
can also lend itself to humour; the detectives are so
familiar to us they have become caricatures of themselves and can easily be played up for laughs.
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Cottonmouth, Sally’s Weapon of Choice
However, these detectives and the books they
appeared in originate in times when different social
attitudes prevailed. This is especially true regarding
gender and race issues. The author recommends ignoring this historical baggage and playing the characters with modern attitudes and sensibilities. The
quest for historical accuracy is no excuse for racism
and bigotry at the gaming table. The Game Leader
may wish to discuss these issues with players before
the game starts. Some consideration should be given
to whether it is appropriate for those people playing
the Eastern Wisdom and The European characters to
put on silly voices.

Killing The Detectives

Though the staff wish to kill the detectives, it
is the nature of detective fiction that sleuths don’t
get killed. They are the heroes after all. A successful attack on a detective will leave them ‘dying’ (see
the 6d6 RPG Lite rules for details). The would-be
murderer will be disturbed before they can deliver a
killing blow or simply believe the detective is already
dead and flee the scene.

Mince Pies and Murder

Detectives who end up in a ‘dying’ state can be
revived without much difficulty. However, the detective loses their green Life advantages and is encouraged to role play being seriously injured.

Mundane Equipment

It is very much in keeping with the style of the
game for characters to pull out exactly what they
need at the right time. Players should be encouraged
to add mundane equipment to their character as
required. Detectives will have access to state-of-theart forensics (which in the 1920s was a fingerprint
kit) and weapons if necessary. Players may also think
laterally and their characters may just happen to have
a useful book with them, such as a Guide to Snakes
of America.

6d6 RPG Lite

Manual Dexterity

The 6d6 RPG Lite is a super fast and
simple RPG suitable for adventures which
focus on characters, role-playing and
narrative with no or little combat. These
rules are a cut down version of the full
6d6 RPG and are fully compatible with it.

How To Play

Every player takes on the role of a character who
interacts with and explores a world described by the
Game Leader. The characters’ capabilities are defined
by their potential and advantages.
Potential is how much a character can do
Advantages are what they can do and how
well they do it
\\
\\

When characters face danger, a difficult challenge or any situation where the outcome is uncertain, they use their advantages and potential to take
an action.
Characters have a limited
amount of potential available
and tokens or small coins are
ideal for tracking how much has
been used. There are two types of potential: dynamic
potential which is conscious thought and static potential
which is reflexive or unconscious thought. Different coloured or sized tokens should be used to track
each type of potential. New characters start with four
dynamic potential and two static potential.

Advantages

Manual Dexterity

1d6+0

AdvantagBody, Life
CP: 4
es are found
on the characHand-to-eye coordination and nimbleness.
ter sheet and
each character
starts with a unique mix of around fifteen advantages.

Character Path
Life
Ability

Character Equipment
Mundane Equipment
Status Effect

Advantages come in a range of colours. The colours are a guide to the type of advantage but most of
the time the colour is not important.

Each
advantage
contains a title
and summary
describing the advantage which may include special
instructions relating to its effects.
Keywords are a feature of the
Body, Life
full 6d6 RPG and can be ignored
in the Lite version of the game.
Some keywords define the type of advantage (e.g.
Life or Skill) or add descriptive details (e.g. TwoHanded, Armour) which players and groups may take
inspiration from but which have no part in the rules.
The CP (Character Points) and dice value decide
how powerful
1d6+0
1d6+2
or effective
Static
the character
CP: 4
is with this
CP: 7
type of advantage. Advantages have dice values between 1d6+0
and 1d6+6 and a CP of between four and 25.
Most advantages require dynamic potential to use
but some are static and need static potential. Other
than the type of potential used, static and dynamic
advantages are identical.
Any advantage which does not say static under
the dice value uses dynamic potential.
Hand-to-eye coordination and nimbleness.

Equipment

Revolver, Compact

1d6+2

There are
Capacity (5), Range (1),
CP: 7
two types of
Reload (3 ea.)
equipment:
Designed for ease of carrying and
yellow characconcealment, the revolver is doubleter equipment
action only with a fully enclosed
and pink munhammer. Calibre: .38 Special
dane equipment.
Character
Ammo: 5
equipment
covers signature items such as the gun-fighter's
pearl-handled revolvers or the musician's guitar.
These have CP and dice values like other advantages.
Mundane
Body Armour
equipment
Armour
is everything
else the charA vest made up of multiple layers of
impact-absorbent materials.
acter uses or
controls. It
can be anything from a rock picked off the ground
to the interstellar spaceship they are piloting.
Mundane equipment is always worth 1d6+0.
Mundane and character equipment both cost
potential to use, normally dynamic potential.
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Actions

“I attempt to fix the engine.”
Whenever
a character
wishes to do
Problem Solving 		
1d6+2
something
Jury-Rig 			
1d6+1
important and
the outcome
Total: 2d6+3
is uncertain,
they take an action. Players state what the character
is trying to achieve (this is known as the action focus)
and use one or more advantages. The dice values of
each advantage are added together to give the total
number of dice and modifiers.
Actions may combine any advantages as long as
they are:
\\ Available — they are on the character sheet
and not lost due to injury
\\ Appropriate — the advantage makes sense in
combination with the other advantages being
used and the action's stated aim

The whole group decides whether a particular
combination of advantages is appropriate. Most of
the time com“Unscrewing the control
mon sense ensures approval
panel with my Multi-Tool, I use
is automatic
all the experience from my
but occasionbackground as an Electronics
Wizard and take a Methodical
ally people will
disagree. The
approach to finding the
player must
circuit for the air-lock”
explain and
convince the group why the advantages make sense
in this situation. Emphasis should be placed on role
playing and players are encouraged to add detail and
colour to their explanations.

Potential

“I treat Sally’s shotgun

wounds.”
Starting
characters
1d6+0
First Aid Kit
have four
Medical Treatment
dynamic
1d6+1
potential and
Empathy 		
1d6+2
two static
First Aid
potential, al1d6+1
lowing them to
1d6+0
Anatomy
take an action
Static
involving up to
four dynamic
1d6+1
Carer 			
Static
advantages
and two static
advantages. Characters may use all their potential
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in a single action and after an action they recoup
(regain) all their potential.
Generally only an expert at a particular task will
have enough appropriate advantages to use all six of
their potential in one action. Most characters, most
of the time, will have two to four suitable advantages
for any given task. All characters will face situations
where they lack any advantages which are appropriate and available for the task. In these circumstances
they may take a potential action which uses a single
dynamic potential for a dice score of 1d6+0.
Characters may gain situation bonuses on their
actions. These may come from a variety of sources
and can be anything about the situation which makes
a character's action notably easier. Each situation
bonus adds 1d6+0 to the character's action and
characters can gain multiple bonuses to an action.
Situations which make the character's actions harder
add 1d6+0 bonuses to their opponent's action.
There is no limit to the number of dice a character may roll in an action. If there are situation
bonuses and a character uses all their potential in an
action it can involve 7d6+0 or more.

Success or Failure

For an action to be successful, the player's dice
score must beat their opponent's resistance score. The
character rolls the dice for each advantage plus any
dice for situation bonuses, and totals the dice and
the advantage's modifiers (e.g +1).
The resistance score is the target score to beat.

“I run the orc through with my sword.”
Long Sword

1d6+1

+1

Weapon Expertise

1d6+2

+2

Brawn		

1d6+2

+2

Total Score:
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Depending on the circumstances this can be a score
set by the Game Leader or can be the result of an
opponent's action.

Resistance Actions

Normally a character chooses when to act but
if attacked they must take a resistance action. The
threat will have a number of dice and modifiers,
either set by the Game Leader or possibly by another
player's action. The character must use their advantages and potential to resist the danger in exactly the
same way as taking an action.

Combat

Though the 6d6 RPG Lite rules focus on the
narrative aspects of the game, combat is sometimes unavoidable.
Individual actions in combat should be descriptive with a definite goal. Actions such as "I
knock out the enemy agent with a swift upper-cut"
are preferable to "I punch the agent." If the action
is successful the target is knocked out, killed or
disarmed in keeping with the player's stated goal.
In short, combat should be very simple and swift.

Rounds & Initiative

To ensure fairness, combat is split into rounds
and in each round every character and monster has a
turn. When everyone has acted the round ends, a new
round begins and the process repeats itself.
The game's narrative normally makes it clear
who should have the first turn in combat. For example, a fight starts when the tavern drunk takes
a swing at a character so the drunk has the first
turn in combat. The decision of who gets their turn
next is made by the currently active player at the
end of their turn. That is, if it is Fred's character's turn, then Fred gets to decide who goes next.
This is known as nominating. A character can never
nominate themselves to go next.
The monsters or bad guys controlled by the
Game Leader all have a turn just like player characters. Characters will have to nominate monsters
if all the players have had their turns this round
and smart players will notice it is often better not
to leave their enemies until last. Once per round
a Game Leader may seize or refuse the initiative
on behalf of one of the monsters they control. By
seizing initiative the monster takes the next turn
regardless of who was nominated. After this turn,
the monster nominates whoever they wish to go
next. When a monster is nominated by a player the
Game Leader may refuse to accept the initiative
and the player must nominate someone else.

Potential and Recouping

Each round a character starts with their full
potential (four dynamic, two static) but once it
has been used by taking an action or resistance
action, it is spent. A character may easily run out
of potential, leaving them unable to act or defend
themselves. At the start of a new round everyone
recoups all their potential.
The monsters controlled by the Game Leader
do not have potential. Instead they have a fixed
number of dice which applies to all their actions
and resistance actions.

Success, Failure and Getting Hurt

Every action a character or monster takes
should have a clearly stated goal and desired outcome (the action focus). If the action is successful
(the action score beats the resistance score), the
goal is achieved. Under most circumstances there
are no consequences to failure but sometimes,
such a character leaping a gorge, there may be. In
these circumstances the group decides the outcome of the action in a way which is fitting with
the game's narrative. They may be guided by how
close the character came to succeeding on their
dice roll.
Sometimes a character will be hurt by failing
an action or failing to resist a monster's action.
Each time a character is hurt they lose either one
life advantage (green) or one potential (either
static or dynamic). It is the player's choice which
specific advantages they discard or which type of
potential they lose. At the Game Leader's discretion a character may lose two or more life advantages or potential if the attack was particularly severe. If a character needs to lose a life advantage
or potential and they have none left, they are dying
and unable to act. Whether the character dies or is
saved depends on the group and the situation.
A lost life advantage represents a serious physical wound whereas losing potential represents a
minor effect such as being stunned. To recover
life advantages takes healing and it is up to the
Game Leader to decide when this occurs. This will
depend on the style of game being played. Potential is recovered whenever the character can take a
good long rest.

Character Creation

Character creation uses character paths found
in the Generic / Modern setting and other 6d6
RPG books.

Step 1 - Character Concept

All characters start with a motif or distinguishing
feature. Maybe it's a particular weapon they use, how
they look or speak, their ethical code (or lack of it) or
a personality trait such being pious or affable. This is
the starting point of the character and everything else
should fit with this idea.
The motif needs fleshing out with details about
the character and their back-story. These need to
fit with the character's archetype but most archetypes are flexible and will work with any character
background or personality. Each detail is a nugget of
information providing role playing opportunities and
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helps all the players visualise the character. They do
not add to any dice rolls and players are largely free
to choose what they want but some details may have
consequences. Picking a race that is discriminated
against or is just rarely seen will affect how others react to them. Gender may also make a difference and
even simple details such height & weight can have
unforeseen consequences.
Players should seek to answer some of the following details about the character and write them
down on the character sheet. The answers are not set
in stone and may change as the character concept
becomes more refined.
\\
\\
\\

\\
\\
\\
\\

Name
Age
Physical appearance:
\\ Race / Skin colour
\\ Height & weight
\\ Hair colour & style
Where they live
Where they grew up
Their family
Their occupation

Step 2 - Select Three Paths

Examine the list of paths (purple advantages) for
the setting and pick three. Write these down in the
first column of the character sheet. Also note down
that these advantages are static advantages by writing
Static or a large S next to the dice value.

Step 3 - Pick Life

From each path, select one life advantage
(green). Write the life advantages in the second
column of the character sheet. Make note of each
advantage's name, its keywords and any pertinent details from the advantage's description. If the advantage is static, note this down as well.

Step 4 - Pick Abilities

From each path select two abilities advantages
(blue). Write these in the third column of the
character sheet.

Step 5 - Extra Life, Equipment and or Abilities

Pick one extra life advantage (green) from any of
the chosen paths.
Also pick either two ability advantages from any of
the chosen paths; one ability and one equipment advantage; or two equipment advantages. Equipment can
be selected from the list in the setting or, in discussion with the Game Leader, may be something unique.

Mince Pies and Murder

Step 6 - Add Dice Values

By this step characters will have 15 advantages:
three character paths (purple), four life advantages
(green), between six and eight ability advantages
(blue) and between zero and two character equipment advantages (yellow). All these will be at worth
at least 1d6+0 when used in actions but some advantages may be worth more.
Pick two advantages and write 1d6+2 as the dice
value with a CP value of seven. Then pick four advantages and give them dice values of 1d6+1 and a CP
of five. The remaining nine advantages will be 1d6+0
with a CP of four.
Hint: Advantages which are likely to be used
often are good candidates for higher dice values.

Step 7 - Mundane Equipment

Players should make a note of any significant
mundane equipment they have at the start of the game,
checking with the Game Leader that they are acceptable. Obvious things like clothes do not need to be
written down, as a character is always assumed to
have everyday, commonsense items.

Step 8 - Finishing Off

On the character sheet, there are a few more details to be filled in. These are the same for all characters created using the quick-start process:
\\
\\
\\
\\
\\

Dynamic Potential: 4
Static Potential: 2
Recoup: 2
MCP: 9
CP: 70

Game Leading

A Game Leader needs to be many different
things. They need to be creative, be a fair adjudicator, a diplomat when personalities clash, a story
teller, an event organiser, an actor and an encyclopedia of rules. But there is one thing the Game Leader
is not.
They are not in charge.
The Game Leader does not tell people what to
do. They are not masters of the game who lay down
the law and decide how the game will be played.
Their word is not final. They are just one of the players around the table who collaborate to create a game
world. The only difference between the Game Leader
and the other players is that instead of playing a
character the Game Leader plays the whole world.

Resistances & Monsters

One of the most common tasks for a Game
Leader is to set the resistance against a character's
action. If there is a combat situation and a monster
involved this is straightforward – each monster has
a fixed dice value used in all actions and Resistance
actions. When the Game Leader is having to ad-lib or
the characters are doing something unexpected there
may be no monster or clear guidance to the appropriate difficulty.
Game Leaders should simply trust their judgement. Pick up whatever seems an appropriate
number of dice and roll them. If the task seems
a tall order for the character, roll lots of dice; if it
should be easy, roll less. The game's rules have been
specifically designed to support this quick and easy
approach. Game Leaders should avoid getting bogged
down in checking rules, especially for rolls of little importance. If the outcome has the potential to
significantly change the direction of the narrative it
is appropriate to pause for a reasonable amount of
thought and discussion with the group before deciding on the resistance.

Discovery

A lot of the characters’ actions will not be against
an opponent but attempts to discover clues or information for a crime scene or a person. In these situations when no one is actively resisting the characters’
actions the Game Leader does not set a resistance.
Instead the Game Leader will have a range of results
and will select which information to give based on a
range of factors.
Automatic – It is in plain sight or unmissable once a
person has spent a few moments in the room; a
dead body on the floor, the style of the wallpaper.
Easy – Out of sight but easily found by anyone taking
a moment to look around; a box under the bed, a
bloody hand-print.

the character who actually looks under the bed. The
result is also based on the advantages being used by
the character. Seeing through a closed door is trivial
to a superhero with X-ray vision or a psionicist with
clairvoyance, yet the same door would foil the elf
with amazing (but otherwise normal) eyesight.
The other factor is the role of the Game Leader.
Their job is to make the game fun for all the players
which includes making tasks challenging and letting
characters fail. However, if players miss a vital clue
or walk past the secret door leading deeper in to the
dungeon the adventure will fizzle out which is no fun
for anyone. Deciding what information to give out and
when to give it is the heart of the Game Leader's role
in the game.
Game Leaders should encourage players to do
more than simply roll dice. When players specify
what they are trying to acheive, how they are doing it and for how long, the game stays focused on
role playing and is less about dice rolling. The role
playing may help the characters if they look in the
right spot or ask the right questions but it could also
hinder them.
Based on the player's role playing, the advantages used, their dice score and circumstances, the
Game Leader uses their judgement to decide the
outcome of the character's action.

The Game Leader's Goal

The goal of the Game Leader is not to kill the
characters or prevent them achieving their objectives. A Game Leader can do this any time they
want by setting stupidly high resistances or throwing wave after wave of over-powered creatures at
the party. Instead, a game should be like a roller
coaster: full of ups-and-downs, fear and screaming
but with everyone arriving safely at the end, laughing about the experience. The art of being a good
Game Leader is to push the characters to the edge
of their abilities but no further.

Moderate – Requires effort to find; a hidden safe behind the picture, a small trail of blood.
Hard – A tiny detail, a needle in a haystack or something needing real skill to discover; a scrap of
paper between the floorboards, suspicious transactions in an accounts ledger.
The character takes their action, stating their
goal and the advantages being used, and rolls their
dice. The Game Leader uses this to decide what
information to reveal. The character who searches the
wardrobe will never find the bomb under the bed no
matter what they roll on the dice but it is obvious to
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Fixed Scenes
During the adventure there are several fixed
scenes that all the players should be involved with.
Etiquette and basic politeness will require characters
to attend these events and these factors should be
stressed to the characters, particularly the British
ones. It is not a problem if one or two characters
avoid the fixed scenes. Although it may complicate
things, having characters off on their own provides a
good opportunity for the staff to murder them.
Using these scenes the Game Leader can pace
the adventure, speeding up or slowing down the
detectives' investigation as necessary. The last scene,
Mince Pies & Sherry, will be the climax to the adventure. It should be brought in when the players should
have realised that all (or at least most) of the staff
are involved. If time is running out and the the players haven't reached this conclusion yet, the Mince
Pies & Sherry scene can be used to make it obvious.

Arrival
The adventure starts with the characters arriving at Lower Wrexham train station on the last train
from London.

Read Aloud
As you step off the train into the blizzard,
you begin to wonder if accepting Jimmy
‘Hard’ Cheese’s invitation to Cromford
Manor was a big mistake. Spending
Christmas with a dying man you’ve never
met is a gamble, but the invitation was
one a great detective could not refuse.
Jimmy ‘Hard’ Cheese, the greatest
gangster of his day, invited you to spend
his last Christmas with him so he could
spill the beans on a world-shattering
case. Why had Jimmy taken the rap for
that murder twenty years ago? Who were
those powerful politicians who were in
the brothel at the time? Was there really
a member of the Royal Family involved?
Why did he only serve five years and
where did all his money come from?
As he described it: ‘A murderer has gone
free because the police were prevented
from investigating the case. Only a worldrenowned, independent detective could
ever hope to get close to the real killer.’

A shout of “Cromford Manor! Anyone for
Cromford Manor?” rings out. Through the
fast-falling snow a man stands by the
open door of a large automobile.
The shout comes from Henry Smith, the groundsman for Cromford Manor who doubles up as the driver.
All the players arrive on the same train but don't
meet until they are bundled into the back of a Silver
Ghost Rolls Royce by Henry. All six can fit in the car
with space to spare and there is plenty of room in
the boot for luggage. Game Leaders should ask each
player in turn to describe their character.
During the drive home, Henry will talk with the
guests if they speak to him. This is a good opportunity
for players to start sleuthing and taking actions to
discover more about Henry, the manor house or Jimmy
the Cheese.
Henry is completely unaware of the plot and will
happily chat with the visitors, dropping in bits about
his own and the house's background. However, he is
a good servant and will not reveal anything untoward
about his employer or fellow servants.
It takes an hour to cover the four miles from the
Lower Wrexham station to Cromford Manor. The roads
are almost impassable and at times Henry has to get
out to clear a snowdrift with a shovel before the car
can continue on. In the darkness it is impossible to get
a feel for the type of countryside around.
Finally arriving at the Manor, Henry cannot get the
car all the way up the drive. He apologises and leads
the detectives on foot towards the house. The other
servants who have been awaiting the sleuths' arrival
will hurry out and help everyone to the house before
fetching the luggage. By the time everyone is in the
house, the car is already being buried in snow. Clearly
no one will be leaving Cromford Manor any time soon.

Christmas Eve
On arrival, the guests will be taken into the
Drawing Room where a roaring fire and hot drinks
await. Newgate the Butler (or the most senior servant
available) will ensure the guests are made comfortable and explain Mr Cheese is currently resting due
to his ill-health. One or two of the staff will see to
the guests' coats and serve the drinks whilst the rest
fetch luggage from the car and place it the bedrooms.
The situation gives the characters their first
chance to explore their surroundings and take stock
of the servants. Game Leaders should read the Drawing Room description out to the players and mention
each of the servants.
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After enough time for a drink and once all the
luggage has been recovered, the guests will be shown
up to their rooms. As they head up the stairs, Game
Leaders should read aloud the description of the
Hall and provide players with the basic layout of the
house. The Aristocrat, The Old One and the Private
Eye have rooms on the first floor, and have to walk
past the closed door of the master bedroom to reach
their rooms. Eastern Wisdom, Kid Reporter and The
European have rooms on the second floor.
Once in their rooms, the sleuths have an hour to
rest and prepare themselves for dinner.

Evening Dinner

The dinner gives the characters their first encounter with Jimmy Cheese and they will want to
observe and question him. See Jimmy's background
for details of his appearance. Any questions about
why the characters were invited will be deflected,
with Jimmy insisting that they humour a dying old
man and wait until tomorrow.
The dinner gong will ring promptly at eight, summoning the diners once more to the Drawing Room.

Read Aloud
The gong rings for dinner. By quarter past
the hour everyone is downstairs enjoying
a preprandial drink when your mysterious
host enters the room.
Looking old and frail, much worse than
recent photos suggested, Jimmy 'Hard'
Cheese walks slowly into the room with
the aid of two walking sticks. His skin is
pale and his cheeks gaunt.
His voice, however, is still strong with
a heavy Cockney accent tempered by a
faint American twang - evidence of the
years he spent in the States after his
release from prison.
Jimmy greets each of you, complimenting you
on recent successes, before proposing a toast
to "The King" and then to "The Truth."
After the toasts, Jimmy will lead the players into
the dining room and Game Leaders can give the characters a brief description of the room. However they
are all swiftly seated and have no chance to explore.
Throughout the meal servants will move in and
out of the kitchen via the connecting door. There will
always be one servant in the room with Jimmy and
guests, normally Newgate the Butler or Johnny the
Footman. The maids Sally and Mary will do most of
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the serving but, depending on which sleuths are being played, Timmy the Hall Boy and Baxter the Cook
may be pressed into service.

Read Aloud
The rest of the evening goes quickly.
Dinner is good and Mr Cheese proves to
be excellent company, regaling his guests
with tales of his gangster glory days.
By the end of dinner Jimmy is clearly
tired and weak. He apologises and retires
to bed before coffee is served, leaving
his guests to chat whilst the staff bring
coffee and brandies.
The players now have a chance to explore the dining room and the house but if the players head towards
the staff areas or the master's study or bedroom, a
member of staff will politely intervene asking "may I
help you sir/madam?" The staff can also be talked to
but at this point they all play the role of faithful servants, only answering questions with short, non-committal statements. The characters may however be able to
pick up clues from their appearance and accent.
All the servants (including Henry) will be busy
around the house and occasionally seen by the characters once Jimmy goes to bed. At an appropriate time
they will drop hints about the characters going to their
rooms by mentioning how they have warmed the bed
with a hot-water bottle or banked up the fire to keep
the room warm.

Christmas Morning
(The Scream)
The characters will enjoy a good night's sleep
though the coming morning will be far less peaceful.

Read Aloud
You awake to see a steaming cup of tea on
your bedside table and the sound of the
bedroom door being gently shut. A stocking
hangs from the mantelpiece with a brightly
wrapped present sticking out of it.
Glancing out of the window reveals a winter
wonderland. The sky is blue, the sun is
shining but everything is white, covered in
several feet of pristine snow. In the trees,
large icicles have formed and catch the
light, giving everywhere a magical look.

As the characters dress themselves they can
examine the scene out of the window. There has been
a massive amount of snow overnight and thick drifts
are visible. No one will be leaving the house today.
Each character has a present wrapped in red paper in their stocking. Examination before unwrapping
makes it obvious that it is a book. Each character
receives a different book.
The Aristocrat – 'A History of Stately Homes.' The
book has chapters on all the major homes in the
country including the Aristocrat's own.
The Old One – 'The Gardener's Guide to Roses.' An
illustrated guide to growing roses.
Private Eye – 'Heroes of the American West.' A rather
gaudy and lowbrow book on the famous gunslingers of the American West.
Eastern Wisdom – 'China and the New World.' A book
on the politics of China and the Americas.
Kid Reporter – 'The Times Atlas of the World.' A large
atlas focusing mostly on the British Empire. There
is also a bone with a ribbon around it for the Little
White Dog.
The European– 'Homer's Iliad.' A copy of the classic
Greek work translated into the European's native
language.
The books are all red herrings placed by Jimmy
Cheese to keep the detectives guessing. They also
allow the Game Leader to build up the atmosphere
before ...

The Scream

A female scream is heard coming from the back
of the house, possibly outside. A few moments later
doors bang and there are more shouts. Any character
rushing to see what has happened will see Jimmy
Cheese in the doorway of his room. Leaning on his
sticks he calls out to ask what is happening. If the
characters don't come rushing to investigate, one of
the staff will come to get them.
Either the maids, the cook or Tim the houseboy
will have 'discovered' the body of Henry the groundsman in his cottage. They were (or at least they say
they were) sent to fetch Henry after he did not show
up for his breakfast. Whoever 'discovered' the body
will now be sobbing in the kitchen being comforted
by another member of staff. This may involve a glass
of brandy.

Henry's Murder

Late last night, as Henry sat for a quiet beer
whilst reading the local paper, his murderer paid him
a visit. The two chatted for a little while and then his
murderer struck him about the head with a large and
heavy icicle. The murderer's original plan had been to
stab him with a kitchen knife but death by icicle was
a more fitting crime for the great detectives to solve.
However, in the cold conditions the icicle would not
melt so the killer piled the fire high with wood and
coal before leaving.
It doesn't matter who murdered Henry, which is
part of Jimmy Cheese's plan. One of the staff was
responsible and all are capable of it. Even Jimmy
Cheese could have done it, though the two prime
candidates are Newgate the Butler and Johnny the
Footman. Mrs Baxter the Cook and Tim the Hall Boy
are possibilities with the two maids as unlikely but
plausible killers.

Murder Scene - External

Henry's cottage is about 20 yards behind the
main house, next to the garage. It is a small tworoomed structure with a bedroom and a kitchen /
living room. An outhouse behind the cottage provides
toilet facilities.
Automatic – There has been a heavy snow fall overnight,
the ground is covered with over two feet of snow
and large icicles hang from trees and gutters.
Easy – A pathway of freshly-disturbed snow runs between the back door of the manor house and the
cottage. Apart from the pathway the snow around
is completely undisturbed.
Moderate – Only one set of footprints runs to and from
the cottage, belonging to whichever staff member
discovered the body.
Hard – Several large icicles hang down from the cottage's guttering plus one spot where it appears
that one icicle has broken off.

Murder Scene - Internal

Inside, the cottage is cramped but it is clearly a
home. A few knick-knacks and photos can be seen
amongst the tools and the clutter of daily life. Overall, it appears well cared for and tidy. Henry's body
sits at the table, slumped face down over a bloodstained newspaper. By him is a knocked over beer
glass and the beer, blood and newspaper have made
a soggy mess. The table occupies much of the room
and Henry's chair is close to the fireplace.
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The Murder Weapon
There is a lot of information the characters can
gather about the cause of death:
Easy – The body is cold and the cause of death appears to be a blunt object.
Moderate – The back of the skull is caved in, suggesting an attack from behind.
Hard – The dead man was struck several times in
the same place, though the first blow probably
knocked him unconscious.
Trying to piece together the timeline of events
will provide the sleuths with clues.
Easy – The stiffness of the body suggests he has been
dead for several hours (1920s forensic science
cannot be more precise than this).
Moderate – It was still snowing until the early hours so any
footprints from last night will have been covered.

The Staff

The scream and the servants' reactions are all
faked and designed to bring the detectives into the
crime scene. Detectives taking the time to assess a
staff member's emotions or body language may learn
something. Tip to Game Leaders: though all the staff
are faking their reactions, draw the sleuths' attention
to only one or two of them. If the detectives have a
suspect, they will pay less attention to the other staff
members.
Automatic – All the staff are dressed, ready for work
but looked shocked and are milling around uncertainly.

Easy – All the trails of blood from the injury match the
pools of blood on the table so there is no evidence that the body has been moved.
Moderate – There is a lot of ash in the fire place
that is still warm, suggesting there was a roaring fire last night.
Moderate – The rug underneath the table is coated with
ice. (From the icicle that was melted by the fire
and then refroze once the fire died down)
Hard – The fire tongs used for putting logs and coals on
the fire place are casually discarded to one side.
This is out of place with the rest of the cottage
where everything is neatly put away.
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Easy – Whoever discovered the body has snow on their
shoes and the bottom of their dress / trousers.
Everyone else is dry.
Moderate – One person doesn't look as shocked as the
others (most likely one of the male servants).
Hard – One member of staff (probably Mrs Baxter the
Cook or Tim the Hall Boy) will constantly interrupt
as the sleuth attempts to question whoever discovered the body. This appears to be a deliberate
attempt to distract the sleuth.
All the staff will be cooperative but the Game
Leader should not allow questioning to become too
detailed. The crime scene should be the focus of the
players' attention. Once the characters have found all
they can at the crime scene it is time to move on to
the next fixed scene, Breakfast.

Breakfast
Once the sleuths have had a chance to do an
initial examination of the cottage, the gong will ring
for breakfast. Detectives may be inclined to stay in the
cottage or question the staff. The Game Leader should
remind them (possibly via Newgate the Butler) that
they they are in their nightclothes and the temperature
is about -5ºC. Getting dressed and having breakfast
may be wise way to start a day of busy sleuthing.

Read Aloud
In the dining room, a fire roars in
the grate creating a cosy atmosphere
enriched with the smell of bacon, eggs,
kippers and all the other staples of an
English breakfast.
Jimmy Cheese sits at the head of the
table with just a cup of tea and a slice of
toast. He looks pensive and troubled as
you eat but says nothing. As you finish
your food he asks all the staff to come
into the room.
He stands with a struggle and speaks to
the room."Ladies & Gentlemen, everybody
in this house is now in this room. As it
appears that no one outside the manor
could possibly have killed poor Henry,
someone in this room is a killer.
The only thing I know for sure is that I
didn't do it. As far as the rest of you,
any one of my guests or staff could be
responsible. All the roads are blocked
and it is quite impossible to reach the
police at this time.
To my distinguished guests, I can only
apologise for this turn of events. It is
not the Christmas surprise I had planned
for you. I ask you to investigate this foul
deed. My house and my staff are at your
disposal but I ask you to not forget that
any one of the guests could also be the
killer.
My staff, I ask that you cooperate fully
with the detectives. However, as best as
you can, you should carry on with your
normal duties."
With that he slumps back into his chair
and looks worn out.

It may occur to a detective to question Jimmy
about the original reason for their visit. Jimmy will
explain that he sees no connection between the
events of twenty years ago and Henry's murder. He
only met Henry six months ago when he bought the
house. If pressed on the matter he say he plans to
reveal what he knows but not until Henry's murder
has been solved.
Once breakfast is over, the staff will start their
murder attempts on their nemeses. The Game Leader
should start the ball rolling slowly and only make the
first attempt once the characters have spoken to the
staff and searched some of the house.

Investigations
The detectives will want to question Jimmy
Cheese and the staff about the murder of Henry and,
as the adventure develops, other events. All the staff
expect this and there is a well-prepared and convincing alibi for each staff member. The Game Leader
will need to adapt the story depending on which staff
member is present.
\\ Around midnight, Newgate the Butler and
Henry clear the snow around the back door so
that Henry can reach his cottage. After Henry
leaves, Newgate locks the back door, checks the
rest of the house is locked up and then places all
the house keys in a box in the study. If Newgate
isn't present, in order of preference, Mrs Baxter the Cook, Johnny the Footman or one of the
maids will fulfil this role.
\\ Either of the Maids or the Cook will hear
Newgate wishing Henry a Merry Christmas and
shutting the back door, from their room.
\\ Mrs Baxter the Cook or Tim will be unable to
sleep, either worried about cooking the Christmas
dinner for the distinguished guests or excited
about Christmas. They will hear Johnny the Footman or Newgate the Butler snoring.
\\ Jimmy Cheese went to bed early. Newgate (or
whoever locked up) quietly checked on him after
locking the doors and built up the fire to keep
the room warm. Mr Cheese was asleep and all
his outdoor clothes were in one of the wardrobes.
When Newgate brought a cup of tea first thing,
the room was unchanged.
\\ All the servants will state that the walls of the
servants' quarters are so thin than that anyone
moving around can easily be heard.
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The Sleuths are also likely to seek information on
any arguments amongst the staff and how long the
staff have worked here.
\\ The staff will truthfully say that everyone gets
on well and that Henry had been very helpful
since their arrival six months ago.
\\ When asked how they came to be working for
Mr Cheese, the staff have to lie. They give names
of real agencies or claim they saw adverts in the
papers. If Jimmy is asked, he says that he asked
an agent to arrange it for him.
\\ The Sleuths may ask about previous employers. Some staff will have to lie but others can
provide legitimate references.

Questioning the Staff

All the staff and Jimmy will co-operate with the
detectives, turning up for questioning as requested.
Though the may take their time arriving if it helps
provide other staff members with cover for murder
attempts. All the staff expect to be questioned and
they have prepared and practiced their stories.
The detectives will want to judge whether the
servants are lying to them whilst being questioned.
The character should use whatever advantages they
think appropriate and roll their dice. It is a Moderate difficulty action to detect a specific lie but only
an Easy action to get the sense that the suspect is
concealing something.
If a staff member is spotted lying, this will tell
the detectives very little. The staff will stick to
their original stories even in the face of incontrovertible evidence to the contrary. From the staff's
point of view, if one of them is suspected it leaves
the other five to get on with the plot. However, as
part of the questioning, the sleuths may notice one
or more of the servants' physical quirks described
in their background.
Jimmy Cheese is a harder nut to crack when it
comes to interrogation as he has been questioned
by police all his life for one reason or another. It
is a Hard action to get any sense of a lie. However,
like the servants, his physical appearance may give
things away.

The House

The players should be encouraged to search the
house as it will split the group up and make them
more vulnerable to murder attempts. Jimmy Cheese
will insist the characters search his room first as a
sign of trust and, in his own words, "I like to set a
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good example for the hard-working men and women I
employ." More importantly, he has no secrets to hide
and it keeps the sleuths busy.
Each room in the house has various clues in
it which are revealed by the characters' investigations. Game Leaders should reveal these nuggets of
information based on the characters' actions and the
players' questions. In play-testing, we noticed players
rarely returned to a room to search it a second time
so Game Leaders should ensure the players get something out of each room.
The public areas of the house (Dining Room,
Drawing Room, Hall, Main Stairs and Study) are lit
by gas lights (electricity has not reached this remote part of England yet). All other rooms are lit by
candles and oil lamps. The staff (and Game Leader)
should make use of low light levels and candles that
go out at inconvenient times to hype up the atmosphere and provide opportunities for murder.
The house is not particularly large so characters
will hear any screams, shouts or gun shots almost
anywhere in the building. If they run, a character
can conceivably get to anywhere in the house within
30 seconds.

Murder Attempts

While the staff's plan for Henry's murder is wellprepared and rehearsed the attacks on the guests
are ad-hoc. If possible staff members will arrange an
alibi with another before making the attempt. Either
it will be along the lines of "Sally has been in the
Kitchen with me for the last hour" or they will arrange
for several staff members not to have alibis to help
spread confusion.
Jimmy Cheese will know very little about events
taking place around him. Jimmy will stay in the
Drawing Room or somewhere similarly public all day,
ideally with one or more of the sleuths to ensure he
has a cast iron alibi. Alternatively he may retire to his
room with the aid of a staff member, providing them
with a way to sneak off and make an attack.
When making a murder attempt, a servant has a
3d6+3 attack if it fits with their character but only
2d6+2 if forced into another mode of attack. Until
the final Mince Pies & Sherry scene, each servant
will make a single attack and then attempt to escape
unseen. If they are seen and the detective is not
killed, they plan to hide out with the aid of the other
servants until the final scene and then reappear.

Henry’s Cottage, Christmas Morning

Mince Pies & Sherry
This is the last scene of the adventure and the
staff will make their final attempts at murder. The
adventure enters its endgame when the players figure
out that all the staff are involved with the murders.
As this realisation strikes, the Game Leader should
quickly move the characters into this scene. Equally,
should the players be struggling to understand the
plot and the end of the gaming session is approaching, the Game Leader can force the situation by moving on to this scene.
Around 11am the gong will ring and the characters will be summoned to the drawing room for some
sustenance. Jimmy will also request an update on the
sleuths' progress as the would-be murderers gather to
make their final attempts.
Mrs Baxter — will serve everyone with mince pies,
making sure that The Old One will get the poisoned
one. Suspicious players may notice that it is odd
for the Cook to be serving or they may notice that
one mince pie is different from the others.
Sally the Maid — is also likely to slip the snake into
the room. The curtains just behind where The European is sitting will give it an excellent position
to strike from.

Exactly what happens next is up to the players
and the Game Leader. There is little chance that
players will not believe that everyone is involved.
Jimmy will confess all. Launching into a rant he will
decry the sleuths as meddling fools who wreak havoc
in people's lives. However, Jimmy will never reveal
any details about the case which originally lured the
detectives to house. As a true patriot, Jimmy would
never do anything which might harm the royal family
and he will keep that secret to the grave.

Endgame

Once the plot is revealed the staff will variously
surrender, make desperate attempts to kill any of the
detectives or simply flee. A swift punch from a sleuth
will knock out most members of the staff. Anyone
fleeing can be rugby tackled or simply left for the local constabulary to pick up.
Once all the excitement is over, the sleuths will
be able to make contact with the outside world and
summon the police. In keeping with the spirit of the
classic whodunit, such trivial details such as hard
evidence are glossed over. The police will accept
anything the characters tell them. Jimmy dies before
reaching trial but the others, largely thanks to the
testimony of the sleuths, will be convicted in sensational trials and then hanged.

Mary & Tim — will take potshots from the doorways.
Johnny — will simply take a candlestick off the mantlepiece and strike at Eastern Wisdom.
Newgate — will attempt to shank The Aristocrat with
a piece of exquisite silver cutlery.
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Cromford Manor
Cromford Manor is a relatively small country house which dates back
to the Norman Conquest in 1066 AD. Though much larger and grander
than the average person's home, the manor is small and unassuming
compared to many manor houses or stately homes.
The land for Cromford Manor was given to Sir Adam de Coveston
by William the Conqueror, and there has been a house on the site ever
since. Over the centuries the house has variously been expanded, burnt
down and rebuilt. The most recent owner was Sir Percival Cummley who
lived in the building for most of the last fifty years. Cummley died a year
ago but for the two years previously had been living in London where
his sister took care of him. The house staff were mostly let go and it has
been largely unoccupied except for Henry the groundskeeper for the last
three years. That is, until Jimmy Cheese purchased the property from Sir
Percival's next of kin and moved in with his staff.

Occupants
In the house at the start of
the adventure is Jimmy Cheese
along with Henry the groundskeeper and soon-to-be murder
victim, plus up to six servants and
would-be murders.

Armstrong, Jonathan

(Johnny the Footman)
Sleuth: Eastern Wisdom
Once Johnny had a good
job that he was very good at. He
worked as a domestic servant
to a rich collector in London.
When his employer needed it, he
helped move collectible items
around in a van.
Unfortunately his employer
was at the end of a world-wide antiquity smuggling operation. When
the ring was busted in America
by Eastern Wisdom, the British
police rounded up the UK branch
of the operation. Johnny just
happened to be driving the van
when the police called and they
found £10,000 worth of Japanese
artifacts in the back.
Despite his true claims of innocence, the judge sentenced him
to two years in prison. The harsh
sentence was in part brought
about because of the connection to Eastern Wisdom and the
publicity it brought to the case.
He served his time in Newgate
prison where he met Snodworth
(Newgate the Butler).
After serving his sentence,
he could not find domestic work
again because of his criminal
record. He ended up a homeless
alcoholic, begging on the streets
until a chance meeting with Snodworth led to his part in the plot.

Physical Appearance
Automatic – A physically slight
man with a nondescript face
who is well built and in his
mid-thirties.
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Easy – His manner and demeanor are of an expert
footman.
Moderate – A footman of Johnny's age and expertise
would normally have reached the position of butler by now.
Hard – There is a slight tremor in Johnny's hands, common in heavy drinkers.

Johnny versus Eastern Wisdom

Johnny's misdirected anger at Eastern Wisdom
is channelled into violence. He will watch the detective and will try to sneak up on him when he is alone,
ideally when the detective is in the dark. He is mostly
likely to grab a blunt object, such as a candlestick,
and bludgeon his victim to death.

Cheese, James (Jimmy 'Hard' Cheese)

Born within earshot of Bow Bells, Jimmy is a proper Cockney gangster. His whole family was involved in
crime in some way but Jimmy took it to a whole new
level. By the age of twenty he was already one of the
most respected, or more accurately most feared, gang
leaders in the area. By the age of thirty he was the
number one gangster in the whole of London with control of prostitution, gambling, opium dens, smuggling
and extortion rackets all across the city.
His success came from his intelligence, ambition
and total disregard for human life. A brutal cold-blooded killer when he had to be, Jimmy never lost a night's
sleep over his victims or the countless lives he ruined
through his criminal operations.
Twice during his rise to power he had been
charged with murder. Twice the trials had collapsed
when witnesses changed their stories, failed to appear
or turned up dead.
Then something happened but exactly what, no
one knows.
What is known for sure is that a young prostitute,
aged just 14, was killed in one of Jimmy's "Gentlemen's Clubs." Jimmy was arrested, pleaded guilty and
was convicted of the girl's manslaughter. Five years
later, he was released from prison early due to good
behaviour and immediately left Great Britain for a
luxurious retirement in the USA.
Newspaper reports at the time claimed there was
a lot more to the story than officially released. Several
credible reports placed senior members of the British
cabinet in the Gentlemen's Club at the time. Some
even went as far as saying a member of the royal
family was also there. Speculation was rife that it was
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one of these VIPs that actually killed the girl and that
Jimmy took the rap, but why?
The fact that Jimmy was a well known patriot and
fan of the royal family gave credence to the idea that a
Royal was involved. He had money and power; nothing a politician could offer would make it worth him
giving up his criminal empire. But to save a member
of the royal family? Perhaps to save the monarchy from
a scandal that could bring it down? Just maybe that
would be enough to make Jimmy give up everything.
Whatever the truth behind the story, Jimmy certainly isn't saying.
He served his five years and then lived a wealthy
life of leisure for fifteen years in the USA. He first
bought a house in New York and then moved to California before finally settling in Georgia where he has
spent the last ten years.
When the pictures of a frail Jimmy Cheese stepping off a liner in Southampton first appeared there
was a lot of renewed speculation, especially when
he said he had returned to the UK so he could die
in his native land. The press eagerly reported the
story nine months ago but since then, Jimmy has
kept a low profile.

Physical Appearance
Automatic – Jimmy is frail and gaunt. He needs two
sticks to walk with and is very pale.
Easy – 1920s medicine is not very good at diagnosing
problems but any one of a dozen diseases such as
cancer could cause his physical condition.
Moderate – Whilst Jimmy's skin is pale, suggesting poor
circulation, he has enhanced the effect with a
light touch of make up.
Hard – Occasionally, when engrossed in conversation,
he forgets himself and seems to move more freely
and with more strength.

Jimmy versus The Sleuths

Jimmy is really dying. Whilst he had been
forming his plan against the sleuths for some
time, his diagnosis a year ago forced him to turn
ideas into reality.
He plans to take no direct part in the attacks on
the sleuths; instead he will act as lure and decoy.
Naturally they will suspect him and he deliberately
exaggerates his condition to distract the detectives.
What he will do is provide alibis for staff members
and lure detectives into suitable killing positions.
Jimmy is an expert criminal and is used to lying and being questioned. Spotting his lies is much
harder than with the servants.

Doyle, Jenny (Mrs Baxter the Cook)

Sleuth: The Old One
Miss Doyle never married. Events from her teenage years made her very wary of marriage.
She grew up in a picturesque small English village (Upper Withyham) where her parents, Tom and
Frances Doyle, had a modest house. At eleven she was
sent off to boarding school and was not present for the
events of a few years later.
Her mother started an affair with the local vicar
(who was also married). They kept it secret for several
months until the village busybody and gossip spotted them together. Facing ruin, the vicar and Frances
murdered the busybody, making it look like the shortsighted and elderly woman had left a gas light unlit
and then fallen asleep. (In the 1920s Britain used
toxic coal gas for lighting and cooking).
The murder was only uncovered by the brilliant
detective work of The Old One who was visiting a
friend in the village for a few days.
The case was a press sensation. The vicar received
the death penalty and Frances Doyle was sentenced
to life imprisonment. Tom Doyle divorced his wife but
could not escape the shame and died a few years later,
a bitter man, cursing the day he ever married. Jenny left
school and looked after her father in those final years.
After Tom's death Jenny found what employment
she could, eventually ending up as a cook in a fine stately home. But she never could forgive The Old One for
interfering. The busybody had been hated in the village
and there was no one who mourned her death. Without
the Old One interfering, her father would be alive today.

Physical Appearance
Automatic – In her late forties, plump with a ruddy
face, Jenny looks every part the traditional image
of a cook.
Easy – Her hands are those of a woman who has
worked hard all her life.
Moderate – Mrs Baxter's vocabulary is surprisingly rich
and her pronunciation very clear, reminiscent of a
girl at a finishing school.
Hard – Beneath the outward show of the happy, busy
cook are occasional flashes of a person in deep
emotional despair.

Jenny versus The Old One

Poison is Jenny's chosen weapon and cyanide her
poison of choice. In the 1920s cyanide was easily
available but as it has a distinctive almond smell she
plans to place it in a mince pie where the aroma will
not be out of place.

O'Flynn, Mary

('Red' Mary the Maid)
Sleuth: Private Eye
With her bright red hair, pale skin, good looks
and lilting Irish accent, Mary catches the attention of
most red-blooded men. She had a sister Anne, older
by several years, who was never so strikingly beautiful
but had a wilful sense of adventure that took her out
of the bogs of Country Kerry and on to New York.
In New York Anne worked as a waitress in the
bars and clubs but had to soften her accent so she
could be understood by the patrons. She became involved with a mobster in the White Hand Gang. 'Mad'
Mickey O'Brien (a 3rd generation Irish American) was
charming but the innocent country girl realised too
late that Mickey was also a violent psychopath.
Then one day, the Private Eye walked in to the
club where she was working and started to chat. To
Anne, the detective was a knight on a white horse,
someone who could get her away from Mickey and
the mob. Unfortunately, to the Private Eye, Anne was
just a source of information. When Mickey found out,
she was beaten to death with a baseball bat. As a
warning to others, a hat pin was stuck through her
lips, pinning them together.
Mary had worshipped her older sister and was
devastated by the news of Anne's death. She travelled to New York to visit Anne's grave and to find out
what happened. During these enquiries she learned
of the Private Eye and shortly afterwards encountered
agents working on behalf of Jimmy Cheese.

Physical Appearance
Automatic – In her later twenties, pretty and red-haired.
Easy – Even before people hear her soft, lilting accent,
most people will guess she is Irish.
Moderate – Her accent reveals that she is from County
Kerry, a western and impoverished part of Ireland.
The Private Eye will remember once knowing a girl
from County Kerry. She was killed by the gangsters she worked for and who the Private Eye was
investigating.
Hard – Mary's hands have the distinctive discolouration from burning gunpowder of someone who has
fired a weapon repeatedly.

Mary versus the Private Eye

Mary has a small pearl-handled revolver plus
twenty bullets. Though not an expert with it, she
has been practising for a few weeks and can use it
effectively. She carries it strapped to her leg, under
her long petticoats. Only a very personal search will
find it.
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Her mostly likely shooting position is one of the
doorways from the first or second floor landings that
lead to the back stairs. In the dark stairwell she can
move quickly and quietly leaving any pursuers to
guess whether to go up or down. Mary may also leave
obstacles on the stairs (brooms, chamber pots) to
hinder pursuit.
Other staff members will assist in her escape.
If she runs into the kitchen, any staff there will
swear she was present all the time. If she runs up
to the staff quarters, a male member of staff can
be present so the two can pretend to be lovers on
a secret rendezvous.

Hunt, Timothy (Tim the Hall Boy)

Sleuth: Boy Reporter
At just fourteen, Tim is young to be a murderer
but his life has always been one of crime. He small
for his age so he is often mistaken for a much younger child, which has helped him avoid suspicion.
Abandoned as a baby on the steps of a Gentlemen's club in Shanghai, Tim has no idea who his
parents are. His largely Caucasian features with just
a trace of Oriental suggest mixed parentage (in reality
his Father was American, his Mother was half-Chinese
and half-Scottish). The staff at the club took the child
in, suspecting that one of its patrons was the father.
However, the club was largely a front for a
secret network of opium smugglers taking the drugs
around the world. Well-to-do westerners would earn
large fees by taking the opium in their trunks, as
such upstanding citizens were never searched by
customs officials.
Tim worked in the kitchens from age four. By the
time he was ten he had progressed to a runner, carrying messages and occasionally bundles of money or
drugs around the city.
Two years ago, the drugs ring was busted by the
Kid Reporter. Tim was out with a message when the
club was raided and came back to see it swarming
with police. Tim watched with horror as everyone in
the club, everyone who had cared for him, was taken
off in chains. Standing in front of the club was the
Kid Reporter, posing for photographs.
At that point Tim swore revenge on the Kid
Reporter. So when the Kid Reporter headed home to
London, Tim followed.

Physical Appearance
Automatic – A young boy of around ten with a
distinctive face.
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Easy – The dark black hair and slightly elongated eyes
suggest that somewhere in his background is
Oriental blood. The 'international English' accent
suggests he has spent some time abroad.
Moderate – Whenever being questioned by an authority figure (i.e. anyone else in the house) he
stands feet together, hands behind his back
with his head bowed. This posture is typical of
Chinese servants.
Hard – When questioned, with his hands behind his
back, Tim crosses his fingers but in the opposite
way to how a westerner would. This is a sign to
ward off the gods and commonly used by criminal
gangs in China.

Timothy versus The Kid Reporter

Timothy only works below stairs and will barely
be seen by the guests until Henry's murder.
His plan for the Kid Reporter is to wait in the
dark Hall Passage with the door slightly ajar. Hidden
behind the Christmas Tree the door is hard to notice.
Sticking the blowpipe through the crack in the door,
he will wait and take a shot when the Kid Reporter is
in, or passing through, the hall.

King, Sally (Sally the Maid)

Sleuth: The European
Sally King, or Mrs Sally Winkleton as she was
then, was the perfect British wife abroad. Her husband
was a minor official working in the Cairo embassy
but was on the fast track for promotion. One day she
hoped to have a family and be an ambassador's wife.
But all her dreams were ruined when her husband Gregory Winkleton was killed. In the middle of
the night he was pushed off a boat cruising down the
Nile just because he had overheard a conversation.
His body was never found.
Everyone knew the murderer was a British aristocrat, but no one could prove it. Not even the great
European detective who was just 10 feet away when
the murder happened.
Left penniless by her husband's death, she
returned to England to find whatever work she could.
Her grief and anger were an open sore. Why was there
no trial? Why had the European failed? Had he been
bribed or threatened? Someone must pay for her husband's death. If not the murderer, then that useless
European would do.

Physical Appearance
Automatic – Sally appears to be in her late twenties or
early thirties and her looks tend towards the plain
rather than the pretty.
Easy – She wears a wedding ring which is unusual for
a servant. Most women working as domestic staff
are unmarried and normally leave their jobs when
they get married. If questioned on this, she comments that her husband died during the war.
Moderate – Her accent is more middle class than working
class and suggest she comes from the Midlands.
Hard – Her accent marks her out as being from the
small town of Leamington Spa. An unremarkable
town except it houses the Foreign Office's training
school where civil servants go to learn how to run
embassies. To local girls, the young, exclusively
male, trainee officials offer one of the few routes
to travel and seeing the world.

Sally versus The European

Sally had hoped to use an asp to deliver a fatal
bite on the European, a fitting nod to the Egyptian
death of her husband. However it proved too difficult
and Jimmy Cheese brought a highly venomous Cottonmouth snake back from the US.
There are several ways Sally can use the snake.
The snake is keen on water so should the European
take a bath, she will gently release it into the room.
Or she may place in the pocket of the European's
overcoat if he is planning to go outside. If things are
coming to a climax, she may simply release it into a
room where the European and several other detectives are congregating.

Smith, Henry (Groundsman / Murder Victim)

Henry has been working at Cromford Manor all
his life, mostly as gardener or groundsman but occasionally doubling up as footman or driver as needed.
The last owner (Sir Percival Cummley) died a
year ago but rarely visited the house in the last couple of years of his life. The rest of the staff were let
go and only Henry stayed on to maintain the place.
When he learnt that the house was being bought
by Jimmy Cheese he was worried, but over the last
six months he has grown to like his employer. Jimmy
is more generous and less demanding than previous
owners. Henry also gets on well with the new staff
and has his eye on Mrs Baxter (aka Jenny Doyle),
having twigged that Mrs Baxter is not married, or at
least isn't in contact with her husband.

Henry is the true victim of this adventure. He
is a genuinely friendly, caring person who likes his
new employer and all the new staff who arrived with
him. However, the staff cannot pull off their murder
of the sleuths and leave him alive. Henry's murder
has been carefully planned to distract the detectives
from the true danger and to encourage them to wander around the house where they can be attacked
one by one.
Automatic – A fit, physical man in his early forties.
Easy – His hands and the colour of his skin shows he is
someone who spends a lot of time outdoors doing
physical work.
Moderate – Whilst he is wearing moderately smart and
clean uniform it looks a bit old and poorly fitted.
Clearly being the driver is not Henry's main role.

Snodworth, James

(Newgate the Butler)
Sleuth: The Aristocrat
Newgate is an alias adopted by Snodworth after
the Newgate prison where he served time. He was
serving hard labour ten years ago when his younger
brother Malcolm was arrested, tried and executed for
the murder of Lord Margoyle.
James had worked hard to help himself and his
brother out of the slums they were born in. Both
worked as servants but at times James turned to
crime to earn extra money. That money helped get
Malcolm the clothes and training he needed to progress but eventually landed James in prison.
Malcolm got a good job working for the Margoyles. However he was seduced by Lady Margoyle
and manipulated into murdering her husband, Lord
Margoyle. Malcolm was caught by The Aristocrat who
discovered how Malcolm had been slowly poisoning the Lord via his favourite Cuban cigars (see The
Study). Malcolm received a death sentence. Lady
Margoyle was never charged and inherited her husband's immense wealth. She later married a playboy
20 years younger than herself.

Physical Appearance
Automatic – Tall, well built man in his late forties.
Easy – Although at first Newgate appears as a typical
well-mannered butler, anyone used to being around
butlers will notice that Newgate makes occasional,
small mistakes like someone new to the job.
Moderate – His accent is the perfect neutral for a butler
but an occasional edge of a Cockney accent slips in.
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Hard – His hands show signs of many years of hard,
physical work in his past and occasionally his cuff
rides up to reveal the edge of a crude tattoo. An
expert in crime might recognise the crude style as a
prison tattoo.

Snodworth versus The Aristocrat

Snodworth's approach is accidental death. He plans
to booby-trap or tamper with the house to make murder
look like an accident. He has prepared beforehand so
his traps are safe for all until he activates them when
the Aristocrat is around.
Plans include:
\\ Weakening the cellar stairs so that they collapse, sending the detective down on to a conveniently placed pile of man-traps.
\\ Removing the carpet rod on the stair carpet
so anyone coming down in a hurry slips and falls.
\\ Tampering with a gas light so that it slowly
leaks. As coal gas is heavier than air, anyone in
an enclosed room will be poisoned by the gas or
caught in an explosion when the gas reaches a
naked flame.

Locations
The house is divided into the "above-stairs" locations where the master and the guests spend their
time and the "below-stairs" area where servants work
and live. The doors leading between the two areas are
as small and discreet as practicality allows.

Hall

The front doors of the house open into the Hall.

Automatic – The large entrance hall is magnificently
decorated, with holly and ivy decking the walls. A
large (10') Christmas tree stands at one end, near
the bottom of a broad, carpeted staircase that
sweeps upwards.
Hard – The tree completely obscures a small door, that
even without the tree would be hard to spot.

Drawing Room

The drawing room is the main room for socialising and designed for comfort.
Automatic – Beautifully furnished with soft, leather
armchairs, dark wood panelling and a large fireplace. Several paintings of cityscapes decorate
the wall and a large drinks cabinet occupies most
of one wall.
Easy – The paintings are of America, mostly of New York,
showing working class bars and street scenes.
Moderate – All the paintings are in the same style and
appear to be done by the same artist. If asked,
Jimmy cannot recall the artist's name, just that
he picked them up a few years ago because he
liked the pictures of "workers and real life and not
those poncy landscapes or portraits."
Hard – Many of pictures show scenes from the waterfront, an area controlled by the Irish-American
White Hand Gang - a gang the Private Eye has
had run-ins with.

Study

Jimmy's private office.

Automatic - The small study is filled by two armchairs
and a desk and chair. The walls are lined by leather-bound volumes that look unread, but above the
fire place a small shelf has a collection of brightJames Snodworth
aka Newgate The Butler
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ly-coloured novels on it.Easy – The top of the desk
is bare except for a blotter, a Mont Blanc fountain
pen & ink and a box of Montecristo cuban cigars.
If The Aristocrat examines the desk, the Montecristo cigars will remind him of the case of Lord
Margoyle, murdered by his butler who poisoned
the Lord's favourite cigars, the Montecristo.
Easy – The novels above the fireplace are pulp novels
plus a collection of books about the sleuths and
their cases. All these books look well-worn.
Easy – The box for the house keys sits in plain view on
a bookshelf just inside the door.
Moderate – Surprisingly the desk contains little paperwork. An old household ledger dating back
five years shows records up to about six months
ago. The last year's worth of these entries are
in Henry's rough hand detailing minor expenses
needed to keep the house in good order.
Moderate – The desk contains a petty cash box, unlocked, containing several thousand pounds in
a variety of notes and coins. This is a massive
amount for just petty cash and is really for the
staff to use when fleeing the country. If Jimmy is
asked he will explain that as a gangster he never
wrote things down and was used to having large
amounts of cash around.

\\ The rugged coastline of County Kerry in
Ireland.
\\ An antique shop full of Japanese artifacts
which will prompt Eastern Wisdom to remember
the case involving antiquity smugglers from five
years ago (see Johnny the Footman).
\\ An African river scene, probably the Nile.
A reminder to The European of his case on the
river boat.
\\ A Chinese junk in a busy Chinese harbour (a pointer towards Shanghai and Tim the
Houseboy).

The pictures are deliberately vague. Their purpose is to provide some colour to the early parts of
the adventure whilst also giving the Game Leader a
chance to mention some relevant background to characters. All the pictures should be present even if the
specific detectives are not in the adventure.
All the paintings are newish (done in the last
couple of years) and all are by unknown artists. Jimmy bought them in London before buying the house.

Back Passage

A short unlit corridor running from the Kitchen to
the Dining Room.

Kitchen
Dining Room

The Dining Room is dominated by a large bay
window that looks over the grounds of the estate.
During daylight, the scene is one of endless pristine
snow.
Automatic – A table, large enough for eight people to
sit comfortably, fills most of the room. To one side
of the room there is a sideboard containing plates,
cutlery and glasses. A collection of artworks and
traditional Christmas decorations, holly and ivy,
adorn the walls.
There is little to find in this room except the five
pictures on the walls. These, along with the paintings in the Drawing Room, are Jimmy's little joke.
They are oblique references to the events behind the
Staff's feuds with the Sleuths.
\\ An English Country House, similar but not
identical to Lord Margoyle's (see Newgate the
Butler's back story).
\\ An English country church (a reference to
Mrs Baxter's past).

For the servants, the warm kitchen (with its ready
supply of tea) is the heart of the house.
Automatic – A large range cooker is always lit, providing some heat all the time. A large fireplace
with its own oven and hot plate fills the wall to
one side.
At just about any time during Christmas Day, Mrs
Baxter the Cook (or whoever is doing the cooking) can
be found in here, very busy and often assisted by one
of the maids and Tim the Hall Boy. The Christmas
turkey is prepared first thing after breakfast and the
open fire is lit. Around midday the turkey goes in the
fire's oven and takes three hours to cook.
In the run-up to the Mince Pie scene, Mrs
Baxter will cook two batches of pies - one with
crimped edges using normal mincemeat and a
much smaller batch with smooth edges using the
adulterated mincemeat. Should characters be in
the kitchen at the time, they may notice the two
designs being cooked.
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Scullery

Cellar

Automatic – The scullery contains two large sinks, a
wash tub, various clothes racks and other equipment for washing and cleaning. Around the back
door, coats and boots stand ready for anyone
braving the weather outside.

Automatic At the top of the old wooden cellar stairs
there is a shelf with candles and matches.

The Scullery is used for washing clothes and
links the kitchen to the outside.

Easy – The heavy external door with bolts and a mortice lock opens into the outside world and a path
through the snow leads towards Henry's cottage.

Larder

Shelves line the larder, stocked with a variety of
food and storage jars.
Moderate – Though the larder has a fair amount of food
in it, most of it appears to be fresh meats and
vegetables plus the basics such as flour. There is
very little of the jams or chutneys or tinned goods
that most cooks keep in stock. In fact, there is
little more than food for one or two days in this
larder.
Hard – Only if The Old One is playing. Several jars of
mincemeat stand ready to be used in the mince
pies. All of them are carefully labelled with the
date they were made except one, half-empty jar.
The jar contains the mincemeat poisoned with
cyanide and smells strongly of almonds.

Back Stairs

A narrow, poorly lit set of stairs which allows the
staff to move through the house without being seen by
guests. On the first, second and attic floors, a door exits on to the landing for easy access to the bedrooms.

Hall Passage

A narrow, unlit passage running under the main
stairs allowing staff a quick and discreet way of
reaching the hall. The doorway into the hall is hidden
by the Christmas Tree.
Moderate – Above the Hall door is a shelf containing
candles and matches. It also has a 9" blow pipe,
a dart and a small bottle of thick liquid.
Hard – The bottle contains a bitter-smelling sticky substance that can be identified as the distilled sap
of a rare Chinese Waterlily.
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A damp and dirty place and one of the oldest
parts of the house.

Easy – The cellar is divided into several sub-cellars
and runs under much of the house. Around the
stairway, it is mostly junk including some ancient
mantraps. Further into the cellar is the wine vault
but all the wine has been removed.
Moderate – If the Aristocrat / Snodworth are in the
game. The mantraps have been recently moved
and oiled.
Moderate – Amongst the junk is a pair of worn but usable snow shoes.

Master Bedroom
Automatic – The bedroom is dominated by a large
four-poster bed but also contains a dressing table and a wardrobe. The room is clearly occupied
but other than things necessary for day-to-day
living there is little in the way of decoration or
personal possessions.
Easy – The dressing table has the normal hair brushes
and shaving equipment for a gentleman in his fifties, plus a small make-up kit.
Easy – In one of the drawers there are a variety of
medicines commonly used for pain relief. They are
all in use and there are two to four weeks worth of
supplies remaining.
Moderate – Only the parts of the make-up kit needed to give someone pale-looking skin have
been used.

Guest Bedrooms

All the guest rooms are identical with bed,
dressing table and a wardrobe. They contain nothing
of interest.
The Aristocrat, The Old One and the Private
Eye have rooms on the first floor. Eastern Wisdom,
Kid Reporter and The European have rooms on the
second floor.

Mrs Baxter the Cook's Room

A small room, cold but in reasonable condition.

Automatic – A simple room but some attempt has
been made to give it a sense of home. A dried
flower arrangement sits on the windowsill and
several cheap pictures are on the walls. A
framed photo sits on the bedside table showing a
little girl in front of a church.
Easy – Under the bed is a new-looking suitcase with
spare clothes in it.
Moderate – The girl in the photo is Mrs Baxter, aged
about ten.
Hard – The church is the parish church of Upper
Withyham, the centre of a murder and scandal
about 30 years ago. A murder solved by The
Old One.
Hard – The suitcase is brand new but inside the lid
are the initials J.D.

Newgate the Butler's Room

The largest of the servants' rooms.

Automatic – Barren doesn't begin to describe this
bedroom. A prison cell has more character than
these quarters. A bed neatly made, a small table
with shaving implements and a set of clothes
hanging off the dado rail are the only items in
the room.
Easy – The complete lack of any personal possessions
or decoration in the room suggest someone who
is used to living in an institution such as the
army, the priesthood or a prison.

Mary & Sally's Room

A large window overlooking the back of the
house gives this room plenty of light.
Automatic – Two narrow beds occupy about half the
room. A wardrobe and a dressing table fill the
rest. From the variety of hairbrushes, make up,
hair pins, shampoo bottles and similar, this is
clearly occupied by women.

this to the Anne from County Kerry he knew in
New York
Easy – Sally A framed picture shows a smiling Sally
sitting on a camel next to a young man. In the
background are the great pyramids of Giza.
Moderate – Sally Going from Sally's age in the photo,
it was taken about five years ago. This was about
the time the European was in Egypt.
Hard – Mary The floorboards are cracked and damaged but a glint of something metallic from
between the boards catches the sleuth's eye.
Fishing it out reveals a spent cartridge casing
from a small calibre pistol. From the residual
smell, it was probably fired within the last week.

Johnny the Footman / Tim the House
Boy's Room

The darkest and dankest of all the servants'
rooms.
Automatic – A bare room with little decoration. Two
narrow beds with thin mattresses plus a wardrobe are crammed into this small room, leaving
little space to move around.
Easy – Johnny A wardrobe contains a spare clothes for
the footman.
Moderate – Tim In the bottom of a wardrobe is a box
containing a pea shooter and a couple of comics.
Moderate – Johnny In the pocket of one of the jackets,
a half-drunk bottle of cheap spirits can be found.
By examining the bottle further the sleuths will
discover it is much nicer whisky than the label
suggests. In fact, it is the same type found in
the drinks cabinet downstairs.
Hard – Tim The wardrobe has a loose bottom that can
be lifted. Underneath is a beautiful lacquered 1'
long, 2" deep box which is padded but, from the
indentations, several things are missing. There
are five small feathered darts in the box plus
space for another one. There is also a long, thin
indentation plus a space for a small bottle.

Easy – Mary A tattered postcard showing the Liberty Statue. On the back is the simple message
"I made it! Anne" and it is addressed to Mrs
O'Flynn (Mary and Anne's mother) at an address
in County Kerry. The Private Eye will connect
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Eastern Wisdom
American-Chinese police officer
based in Hawaii. In his fifties and
massively overweight, he does not
look like a cop but his sharp mind
and genial personality helps break up
gangs around the world. Notes: Eastern Wisdom's real strength is with
people where he can use his Empathy, Body Language, Quick Wits,
Diplomacy plus other advantages to
put suspects off their guard and trick
them into revealing more than they
know. Traveller, Memory, Curiosity and Cultural Trivia give Easter
Wisdom a lot of background knowledge which may come in handy. This
character is a custom-build using the
Generic Modern setting.
4	MCP | 9
2
CP
| 70
2

|
|
|

Dynamic
Static
Recoup
1 [ Revolver, Compact ]

1d6+0
Static
CP: 4

1d6+0
Static
CP: 4

1d6+0
Static
CP: 4

Free Resist |

Family Life
Path
From or part of a tight-knit
family.

Law Enforcement
Path
Guardian of the people.

Traveller
Path
Widely travelled.

BANK

Curiosity
Life, Mind
An inquisitive mind.

Empathy
Life, Soul

1d6+2
CP: 7

1d6+2
CP: 7

1d6+1
CP: 5

Understanding and insight into others'
emotional and physical wellbeing.

Memory
Life, Mind

1d6+0
CP: 4

1d6+1
CP: 5

The ability to store and recall information.

Quick Wits
Life, Mind
Fast in thought and word.

Body Language
Skill

1d6+0
CP: 4

Understanding and use of body language, tone of voice and other unconscious behaviour.

Comfort
Recovery, Skill

Able to calm and console someone who
is upset or confused. May be used to
recover Mind and Soul advantages only.
1d6+1
Cultural Trivia
Static
Knowledge
CP: 5
A smattering of words in
a dozen languages, the polite way to
greet people on six continents and a
myriad of trivial but useful facts about
other cultures.

Diplomacy
Skill

1d6+1
CP: 5

Careful use of word and action to
present a situation in the best possible
way.

1d6+0
CP: 4

1d6+0
Engender Trust
Static
Skill, Status
CP: 4
Convince the other person
you are trustworthy. Targets gain the
Friendly status effect.

Etiquette
Dice, Skill

1d6+0
CP: 4

Knowing how to behave in any kind
of social situation. Reroll ones on the
dice.

Search
Skill

1d6+0
CP: 4

Actively investigate an area, moving
around it and examining its contents
closely.

Revolver, Compact
Capacity (5), Range (1),
Reload (3 ea.)

Designed for ease of carrying and concealment, the revolver is double-action
only with a fully enclosed hammer.
Calibre: .38 Special

Ammo: 5

Spent

19

14

10

7

5

4

3

2

1

CP

1d6+6

1d6+5

1d6+4

1d6+3

1d6+2

1d6+1

1d6+0

0d6+3

0d6+2

0d6+1

DICE

Mundane
Equipment
1d6+0

25

|
|
|

BANK

Watching and investigating.

Path

Investigator

1d6+2
Static
CP: 7

A member of one of the many
government intelligence agencies.

Path

Intelligence

1d6+0
Static
CP: 4

1d6+0
Static
CP: 4

1 [ Sharp Eyes ]

4	MCP | 9
2
CP
| 70
2

In receipt of a good schooling.

Path

Educated

Free Resist |

Dynamic
Static
Recoup

Second son of an Lord, educated at
Eton and Oxford, the Aristocrat is
a member of the British establishment. In his forties, he has made a
name for himself solving thefts and
murders. Notes: The Aristocrat is good
with crime scenes. His Investigator,
Forensics, Sharp Eyes and Science
advantages are all powerful abilities
for finding clues. His other advantages give him a broad range of abilities
though he is not an expert in any
field. The Aristocrat is a custom-built
character using the Generic Modern
setting.

The Aristocrat
1d6+0
CP: 4

1d6+0
CP: 4

1d6+0
Static
CP: 4

1d6+0
Static
CP: 4

1d6+1
CP: 5

1d6+1
CP: 5

1d6+1
Static
CP: 5

A smattering of words in
a dozen languages, the polite way to
greet people on six continents and a
myriad of trivial but useful facts about
other cultures.

Knowledge

Cultural Trivia

Understanding of the customs and practices of criminals.

Knowledge

Criminal Underworld

Watchful and wary of what is
happening.

Skill

Alert

Analytical and adaptable.

Life, Mind

Problem Solving

Excellent visual acuity.

Body, Life

Sharp Eyes

The good things in life come to those
who wait.

Life, Soul

Patience

The ability to store and recall information.

Life, Mind

Memory

1d6+0
CP: 4

1d6+2
CP: 7

1d6+0
CP: 4

Good at physical games.

Skill

Sports

A broad understanding of
science.

Knowledge

Science

1d6+0
CP: 4

1d6+1
Static
CP: 5

The subtle and not-so-subtle arts of
extracting information from people.

Skill

Interrogation

Careful, systematic collection and
analysis of physical evidence from
crime scenes and suspects.

Skill

Forensics

Use of body language, hair styles,
make-up, clothes and props to disguise
yourself.

Skill

Disguise

1d6+3
1d6+4
1d6+5
1d6+6

14
19
25

1d6+2

1d6+1

1d6+0

10

7

5

4

0d6+3

0d6+2
3

0d6+1
2

DICE
1

CP

Mundane
Equipment
1d6+0

Spent

1d6+0
CP: 4

Planning Ahead

1d6+0
CP: 4

Skill

Cool Under Pressure

1d6+1
CP: 5

Life, Mind

The Old One

Poisons
Skill

1d6+0
CP: 4

Life, Soul

Psychology

1d6+1
Static
CP: 5

Use and understanding of poisons and
toxins.

Distinctive Looks (Specify)

Knowledge

1d6+2
CP: 7
Engage in idle chatter that puts people
at their ease.

Skill

Small Talk

Body, Life

1d6+0
CP: 4

1d6+2
CP: 7

Knowing what makes people
tick.

Analytical and adaptable.

Life, Mind

Remarkably beautiful or ugly or just
different.

1d6+0
CP: 4

Understanding and insight into others'
emotional and physical wellbeing.

Empathy

Skilled at anticipating what will be
needed.

Problem Solving

Able to stay calm when the pressure is
on.

The Old One is a genteel English
person in her sixties or seventies.
Enjoys gardening and chatting to
people. The Old One regularly visits
friends in quaint English villages and
solves unexpected murders. Notes:
The Old One is good with people. Her
Psychology, Empathy and Small Talk
are excellent ways of picking up clues
about the suspect's past and life experiences. While weak in other areas,
her Co-operative and Criminologist
advantages allow her to help others
investigate crime scenes effectively.
The Old One is a custom build using
the Generic Modern character paths.
4	MCP | 9
2
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Dynamic
Static
Recoup
Skill

Domestic Service
Skill

History
Knowledge
Knowledge of the past.

1d6+1
Static
CP: 5

The art of being a good servant and
running a good home.

1d6+0
CP: 4

1d6+0
Cooperative
Static
Aid Other
CP: 4
Good at working in a team.
Help another character in an action
without adding situation bonuses.

Preparation of food stuffs.

Cooking

Free Resist |

1d6+0
Static
CP: 4

1d6+1
Static
CP: 5

1d6+0
Static
CP: 4

1 [ Cool Under Pressure ]

Active Life
Path
Some people are very good at
getting things done.

Criminologist
Path
Someone who studies crimes
and criminals.

Village Life
Path
Living in a village, small town
or other close knit community.

BANK

Spent

19

14

10

7

5

4

3

2

1

CP

1d6+6

1d6+5

1d6+4

1d6+3

1d6+2

1d6+1

1d6+0

0d6+3

0d6+2

0d6+1

DICE

Mundane
Equipment
1d6+0

25

|
|
|

1 [ Brawl ]

BANK

Physical strength.

Body, Life

Brawn

Some people are always
swimming against the tide.

Path

Rebel

A life of crime and violence.

Path

Street Thug

Guardian of the people.

Path

1d6+0
CP: 4

1d6+0
Static
CP: 4

1d6+0
Static
CP: 4

1d6+1
Static
CP: 5
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2
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Law Enforcement

Free Resist |

Dynamic
Static
Recoup

Hard-nosed American Private Eye
based in New York. By his own
admission he is not the brightest detective in the world but his
stubbornness and mean right hook
have helped solve various mysteries.
Notes: The Private Eye's strength lies
in asking hard questions and hitting
people. Often these two approaches
can be combined with Threaten,
Law Enforcement, Violent and Sharp
Questions.

Private Eye
1d6+2
CP: 7

1d6+1
CP: 5

1d6+1
CP: 5

1d6+0
CP: 4

1d6+0
CP: 4

Understanding of the customs and practices of criminals.

Knowledge

Criminal Underworld

1d6+0
Static
CP: 4

Untrained, unarmed fighting that aims
to knock out rather than kill opponents.
Attacks using this advantage can only
do potential damage.

Double [Brawn], Melee,
Potential

Brawl

Understanding and use of body language, tone of voice and other unconscious behaviour.

Skill

Body Language

Demand co-operation by speaking with
confidence and authority.

Control, Skill

Authority

1d6+0
CP: 4

A natural understanding of violence
and a tendency to use it.

Life, Mind

Violent

Strong belief in one's own judgement.

Life, Soul

Self-Confidence

The ability to store and recall information.

Life, Mind

Memory

1d6+0
CP: 4

1d6+1
Static
CP: 5

1d6+2
CP: 7

1d6+0
CP: 4

Solving problems by getting out of the
box and slaughtering the sacred cow.

Skill

Think Differently

Convince another to act through
blackmail, threats of violence or other
intimidation techniques.

Skill

Threaten

Using difficult questions and
awkward facts to expose weaknesses in
other people's opinions.

Skill

Sharp Questions

Actively investigate an area, moving
around it and examining its contents
closely.

Skill

Search

1d6+0
1d6+1
1d6+2

4
5
7

1d6+4
1d6+5
1d6+6

14
19
25

1d6+3

0d6+3

3

10

0d6+2

0d6+1

DICE

2

1

CP

Mundane
Equipment
1d6+0

Spent

Kid Reporter
Not old enough to drink but already a
star reporter. His daring exploits have
taken him around the world, fighting
crime and investigating mysteries.
Notes: Kid Reporter is capable of
talking to suspects using his Flattery,
Linguistics and Sharp Questions, or
of investigating the crime scene with
Sharp Eyes and Search. An inventive
mind can find all sorts of uses for
his Little White Dog. The character
is a custom-build using the Modern
Generic character paths.
4	MCP | 9
2
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Dynamic
Static
Recoup
1 [ Manual Dexterity ]

1d6+0
CP: 4

1d6+0
Static
CP: 4

1d6+0
Static
CP: 4

1d6+0
Static
CP: 4

Free Resist |

Investigator
Path
Watching and investigating.

Journalist
Path
Collecting information and
reporting it to the public.

Researcher
Path
Scientific experimentation
and academic research.

Linguistics
Life, Mind
Adroit at words and languages.

BANK

1d6+0
CP: 4

Science
Knowledge

Manual Dexterity
Body, Life

A snow-white Yorkshire terrier.

Mook

Little White Dog

1d6+1
Static
CP: 5

1d6+1
CP: 5

1d6+2
CP: 7

1d6+1
Sharp Questions
Static
Skill
CP: 5
Using difficult questions and
awkward facts to expose weaknesses in
other people's opinions.

Actively investigate an area, moving
around it and examining its contents
closely.

Skill

Search

A broad understanding of
science.

1d6+0
CP: 4

1d6+2
Static
CP: 7

1d6+0
CP: 4

1d6+0
CP: 4

Hand-to-eye coordination and nimbleness.

Problem Solving
Life, Mind
Analytical and adaptable.

Sharp Eyes
Body, Life
Excellent visual acuity.

Alert
Skill
Watchful and wary of what is
happening.

Flattery
Skill, Status

1d6+1
CP: 5

Saying nice things about someone to
create a good impression. The target
gains the Friendly status effect.

Forensics
Skill

1d6+0
CP: 4

Careful, systematic collection and
analysis of physical evidence from
crime scenes and suspects.

Note Taking
Skill

Adept at quickly recording important
details in an organised manner.

Spent

19

14

10

7

5

4

3

2

1

CP

1d6+6

1d6+5

1d6+4

1d6+3

1d6+2

1d6+1

1d6+0

0d6+3

0d6+2

0d6+1

DICE

Mundane
Equipment
1d6+0

25

|
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1 [ Alert ]

BANK

Watching and investigating.

Path

Investigator

A lover of taste, elegance and
style.

Path

Refined

1d6+2
Static
CP: 7

1d6+0
Static
CP: 4

1d6+0
Static
CP: 4
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Someone who studies crimes
and criminals.

Path

Criminologist

Free Resist |

Dynamic
Static
Recoup

The famous detective with the outrageous accent. Fastidious about his
appearance, The European is always
perfectly dressed with a waxed
moustache and neatly-combed hair.
Notes: The European is an expert
about very little but capable in a wide
range of tasks. Investigator, Alert and
Forensics are useful for crime scene
analysis, and his Culture, People &
Places, Psychology and Memory can
be useful picking up on clues about
suspects' backgrounds. Investigator and Psychology may also work in
the interviewing of suspects. The
European is a custom-built character
using the Generic Modern setting.

The European
1d6+0
CP: 4

1d6+0
CP: 4

1d6+0
CP: 4

1d6+1
Static
CP: 5

1d6+0
Static
CP: 4

1d6+1
Static
CP: 5

Language, customs, art and
history.

Knowledge

Culture (Western Europe)

1d6+0
Static
CP: 4

Understanding of the customs and practices of criminals.

Knowledge

Criminal Underworld

Understanding of the value
of things.

Knowledge

Appraise

Watchful and wary of what is
happening.

Skill

Alert

An orderly and systematic approach to
life.

Life, Soul

Methodical

The ability to store and recall information.

Life, Mind

Memory

1d6+1
CP: 5

Poised and smooth in movement.

Body, Life

Grace

The love of beauty in all its forms.

Life, Soul

Aesthete

1d6+2
CP: 7

1d6+0
Static
CP: 4

1d6+0
CP: 4

Knowing what makes people
tick.

Knowledge

Psychology

1d6+1
Static
CP: 5

Use and understanding of poisons and
toxins.

Skill

Poisons

An eclectic selection of
knowledge about people and places,
both current and historical.

Knowledge

People and Places

Careful, systematic collection and
analysis of physical evidence from
crime scenes and suspects.

Skill

Forensics

1d6+0
1d6+1
1d6+2
1d6+3
1d6+4
1d6+5
1d6+6

4
5
7
10
14
19
25

0d6+3

0d6+2
3

0d6+1
2

DICE
1

CP

Mundane
Equipment
1d6+0

Spent

Jimmy ‘Hard’ Cheese, the greatest gangster
of his day, is dying. He has lured six famous
detectives to his manor house for his last
Christmas on Earth with the promise of a
world-shattering case.
Mince Pies & Murder is a murder-mystery
adventure ideal for a single evening of play.
The fast and simple 6d6 RPG Lite (full rules
included) is ideal for new and experienced
players alike.

Mince Pies and Murder

